A problem exists in efficiently combining a non-deterministic decision capability with a current discrete event simulation language for use by the simulationist (programmer and in the future the user). This paper explores this problem in the context of the discrete event simulation problem domain implemented in Siman [tml. The purpose is (1) to provide an ontological definition of abstract ideas from data to wisdom, (2) identify a taxonomy of simulation and artificial intelligence combination dialects, and ( 3 ) establish the need for and then introduce a "decide node" which will assist the simulationist in incorporating a broader spectrum of the ontology more easily than current dialects allow.
INTRODUCTION
Research and commercial software applications have been combining principles of artificial intelligence and simulation for many years. Attaining an efficient marriage of these paradigms will provide an environment which provides both qualitative and quantitative decision support. Taxonomies have been stipulated which have described the methods of combination (O'Keefe 1986) . Environments have been developed and tested which investigate approaches for combination [(Reddy and Fox 1982) and (Umphress 1987) l. This paper investigates past taxonomies and current thrusts. Basic knowledge representations, their relative semantic definitions, and combination methodologies are also discussed. The objective is to discuss these taxonomies and methodologies relative to current and proposed simulation environments. The "decide" node is presented as an efficient means of providing the simulationist with the capability to model non-deterministic decisions.
The domain of discrete event simulation will bound this discussion. Our approach illustrates a situation where the activity points (ie., nodes or blocks depending on the particular software implementation) and process times may be known with some statistical significance, but decisions made at each activity point alre not necessarily based on probability or conditional branching. These decision points, instead, will be based on abstrac:tions based on nonquantitative concepts.
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Not all real-world systems can be modeled in quantitative representations: this statement is based on experience and common sense. To represent more real world systems both quantitative anla qualitative evaluators must be incorporated into a model.
Traditional simulation languages, such as Siman (Pegden 1985) and Slam I1 (Pritsker 19861 , can provide adequate quantitative representation and analysis. These languages lack the capability to represent heuristic decision relations or algorithms in an easy manner. Traditional simulation languages allow predefined control mechanisms (ie., branch points, resource allocation/preemption, et al.). These low level control mechanisms, however, do not easily provide the user with the tools necessary to implement high level decisions. O'Keefe (1986) provides an interesting point, *la queue priority rule is knowledge". The semantic definition of items presented in this paper, Figure 1 , prefers to classify queue priority rules and related items of predefined procedure as information. Information is static, hence it can be prescribed before model execution. Knowledge, however, is dynamic and therefore can not be instantiated until a certain state or condition(s) exist.
Pure artificial intelligence development languages start with the traditional symbolic environments; Prolog (Clocksin and Mellish 19841, Lisp (Winston and Horn 1984) , and OPS5 (Brownston, et. al. 1985) . Many simulation dialects have been built upon these languages. These dialects include ROSS (McArthur and Klahr:82), SIMKIT (Intellicorp 1985) , and KBS (Reddy and Fox 1982) to reference just a few. These environments provide the flexibility to represent non-deterministic heuristic rules or statements. The current approach to marketing modern dialects is combining the core simulation code with user interface utilities. These utilities range from simple operating system calls to embedding word processing systems, control of peripherals and 1/0 ports, and debuggers. This approach was used in Figure 1 which illustrates a hierarchical definition of knowledge relative to the semantics of a continuum from fact to wisdom. For example, "data" is considered the result of applying meaning to fact ("12345" occurs on the front of an envelope). "Information" is the application of one or many relations among one or many pieces of data (the envelope is one of many given to a sorting machine used in a post office which is empirically studying
I Operating System (DOS) Command Interpreter and interrupts I Figure 2 : A multi-language platform used to investigate a heterogeneous mixture of qualitative evaluation and quantitative analysis the efficiency of variou:s sorting algorithms). As defined,, knowledge is not just a rule, knowledge is the dynamic application of some heuristic to static information. Neither this heuristic nor information need be quantitative in nature.
The application of this type of knowledge in a simulation is termed a "decision point".
Traditional simulation languages do not easily provide the general user with the ability to incorporate these "decision points".
Combination Classification
The ensuing discussion provides descriptions of the three methods of combining symbolic processing techniques with current simulation methodologies. Symbolic processing techniques refer to artificial intelligence, knowledge base processing, heuristic search algorithms, expert systems, o r wherever qualitative evaluations would be used.
Symbolic processing techniques and current simulation methodologies can be combined in three distinct groupings based on source code organization and interaction:
1. a homogeneous mixture 2. a separated, serial or pseudo-parallel,
. a heterogenous mixture cooperation
Homogeneous Mixture: A homogeneous mixture usually codes the simulation paradigm (including event scheduler/calendar for dliscrete event systems) in a symbolic (primarily qualitative) language. This approach relies on the symbolic language! and its utilities to perform traditional simulation methods while having access to the flexibility of a symbolic language. Current approaches in the object oriented paradigm use the built-in messaging capability of symbolic languages to control the flow of data and information between the various entities (reference Figure 4 f o r a description of the five basic types of entities). Much research has addressed this approach [(Futo and Gergely 1987) , (Rosenbllt and Zeigler 1985) , (Zeigler 1987) , and (Redtly and Fox 198211. Some commercial packages are available which allow the implementation of frames and general symbolic processing [(Dah1 and Nygaard 19661, (Goldberg and Robson 19831, and (Intellicorp 1985) I .
Separated Coopelcat ion :
The separate cooperation principle is the basis for intelligent front ends that act much the same way as fourth generation code generators. coupled interaction of different languages. This allows the designer to use the tool (ie., language) best suited for the particular problem at hand. A tool currently unavailable is the "decide" node/block (node o r block is dependent upon the simulation language paradigm; both descriptions are interchangeable for this particular discussion). This I1decide" node should utilize qualitative analysis t o assist in logic branching or decision points. Data, variables, and files created and maintained by the simulation may be accessed and modified by the symbolic-based code. Until a universal language paradigm and implementation becomes available which both efficiently and effectively combines qualitative evaluations and quantitative analysis, the heterogeneous mixture is the closest approximation.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
The problem of providing an easy method to include non-deterministic decision points still exists. Incorporation of the heterogeneous method with intelligent front and rear ends (the second method) would provide a modular and flexible environment with commercial applications. Efforts are currently being pursued within Arizona State University's Systems Simulation Lab to identify the applicability of a heterogeneous mixture using common dialects [ (Cochran and Mackulak 19871, (Cochran et.al. 19871 , and (Mackulak and Cochran 1 9 8 7 1 1 . An intelligent simulation environment is described by Hong et al. (1988 A subset research issue of this intelligent simulation environment is the driving force behind the identifications and classifications of this paper. Subsequent research results will describe the applicability of adding a non-monotonic "decide*t node capability to an existing discrete event simulation language.
What capability is actually being added with a "non-monotonic decide node"? First, the application of non-monotonic logic must be understood. Elaine Rich's (1983) description is the basis for this discussion. In this particular case systems based on predicate logic constructs are monotonic in the sense that the number of statements known to be true is strictly increasing over time. New statements can be added to the system and new theorems can be proved, but neither of these events will ever cause a previously known or proven statement to become invalid. The addition of a piece of information which forces the deletion of a previous belief is a non-monotonic reasoning process. Consider the following example:
A company starts a project from ground-zero with a bucket of money. In the beginning, the money is spent on research and development during which time no profits are realized. From an accountants view the project is still in the black, but decreasing (Figure 3 ) .
At t i m e 0 the project could be evaluated as "GOOD" based on the financial criteria of positive cash balance. As the project proceeds, the beliefs which form the basis for financial criteria change (non-monotonically). At time period 3, the project may still be evaluated "GOOD" because the fact that further capital outlay is not necessary and a return on investment I s expected shortly. Although at period 3 the direct evaluation of the financial criteria yields a negative cash balance, this evaluation must also be considered within context of the overall system.
This example illustrates the use of qualitative non-monotonic decision ability. As long as the financial evaluation is "GOOD", the project continues. However, as the project continues the beliefs which support the financial evaluation change, affecting previous beliefs and assumptions.
The SIMAN [tml language w111 be used as the basis for the quantitative simulation environment. An existing simulation environment will be used liecause it is:
1. currently available 2 . optimized a) algorithmically from the experience of the programming company and its consulting experience b) compiled for high machine efficiency in a specific hardware configuration 3 . proven to work if used properly (hence validation efEorts can focus on the modifications re:sulting from a hybrid operation witlh the embedded symbolic language)
Lisp and Prolog will provide the symbolic processing capabilities for this investigation. Most previous work has been coded in Lisp or Prolog, therefore collected expertise in the form of dialect specific knowledge representation can be found in the literature. The user must understand the five types of basic knowledge necessary to completely model a real-world system. A frame based approach similar to the object oriented paradigm will be used to simplify user understanding.
The five types of basic knowledge necessary to completely model a real-world system are identified in Figure 4 . The tlobjectstt referred in this definition may be:
1. physical entities with attributes 2 . rules with instantiated variables 3 . structure of active intellect with at least one unbound variable
The specific outcome targeted is a framebased qualitative non-monotonic decision ability added to an existing general purpose discrete event simulation language. This ability will be provided as a "decide" node added to the simulationist's tool box. In the previous example, the decide node would have been used to monitor the system from a financial viewpoint. If the system was evaluated as "GOOD" no alterations would occur. However, at some time if the qualitative financial evaluation was "not-GOOD" a flag would be raised, and further processing could occur.
The generic *tdecide" node will:
A. make assumptions based on the --current global state of the system --overall system performance --trend of gl.oba1 system --trend of components or modules of system B. revise the "be:lief-setvT based on assumptions (and their applicability) and reasoned bel l.ef s C. allow decisions to affect the five basic types of knowledge listed in Figure 4 Representation entity Filman (1988) has investigated thits approach within the context of IntelliCorpIs KEE [tml language. Although this attempt is not generic, the approach has proven to be beneficial. Point C is an extension of the object oriented approach to control via messages. Execution is not dependent on messaging (the execution is still driven by the traditional simulation engine), but parameter adjustment can occur as a result of pseudo-message passing. The 1*decide91 node is a system/entity monitor capable of altering the control of an execution based on assumptions, beliefs, and knowledge application.
CONCLUSION
The problem of efficiently combining a nondeterministic decision capability to a current discrete event simulation language can be solved by using the "decide1f node. This node is based on the need to represent changing qualitative evaluators. The vlknowledgeft behind the evaluators has been identified, in relative terms, in Figure 1 . 
